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1) Abstract:

Early sixties discovery of Multiple Middle Eocene clastic 

reservoirs of Cambay Basin, had placed it as classic 

Petroleum province with all its necessary ingredients.  After 

emerging in the oil map of India during last five decades of 

E&P activites, these discovered fields are under various 

stages of appraisal and exploitation. Meager conversion 

(<1%) of presumed oil expulsion capacity from Synrift 

sediments has identified itself as potential future oil bank 

deserving deliberate quest for hydrocarbon.  

The Paleocene syn rift sequence has further been divided into 

two sub sequences namely, Danian Climax Stage (Olpad 

Formation, Lower Paleocene) and Thanetian Late Stage 

(Older Cambay Shale ie OCS Formation, Upper Paleocene), 

based on tectono-stratigraphic framework separated by a 

pronounced unconformity. The study area encompasses 

NNW-SSE trending Sanand-Jhalora-Viraj intra basinal high 

of North Cambay Basin. The ridge is flanked towards west 

and east by Western Basin Margin (WBM) Low and Wamaj 

Low respectively.  

The structural style of the study area is asymmetric faulted 

doubly plunging anticline. The ridge amplitude got reduced 

towards North beyond Jhalora area. Westward axial shift of 

depocentre towards younging sequence has been observed. 

Basement controlled NS to NNW-SSE trending fault systems 

along primordial suture zone have created accommodation 

forming half-graben to symmetrical fault-bound depocenter 

during the Paleocene syn rift deposition. The envisaged 

alluvial fan complex depositional model of Danian Rift 

Climax (Olpad Formation) with highly heterogeneous litho 

suit has brought out geological concept based synrift 

prospect along the dissected gentler eastern limb towards 

western rising flank of adjacent Wamaj low. Late stage 

Thanetian (OCS) synrift sequence exhibited gross marine to 

prodeltaic shale/clay stone punctuated with occasional high 

energy lenticular encased sand/silt influx. The gross sand 

distribution for OCS has brought out downstream prospect 

near Jhalora area with NNW-SSE inputs. Besides, the fault 

bound strati structural prospects identified in the synrift play 

also holds good potential. Four prospects both along 

structural highs (Synchronous Sands) and adjacent flanks 

(Wedge Prospects) have been identified including one 

stratigraphic prospect for envisaged “Proper Delta” OCS 

sediments near Jhalora area. A breakthrough may lead to 

opening up of a new avenue for YTF oil in synrift play of 

Cambay Basin for Olpad-Olpad Petroleum System also 

(OOPS). 

Keywords: Architecture, Tectono-Stratigraphy, Synrift, 

Clastics, Strati-structural, “Proper” Delta, Epiclastic, Back 

Stepping and Prograding Fan 

2) Introduction:

Being an integral part of Western Margin Rift Basin system 

of Indian subcontinent, the evolution of the Cambay Rift 

Basin could be divided into pre-rift, syn-rift and post-rift 

stage (Fig-1). Main phase of the rift initiated during Late to 

Early Cretaceous concomitant to profuse eruption of Basaltic 

Deccan Volcanism (Trap). But it got culminated during 

Thanetian Late Stage. These syn rift sequences were 

deposited as a non-marine to marine, intra-continental clastic 

sequence. Rift fill deltaic sediments during thermal sag holds 

most of the discovered oil fields including Sanand-Jhalora-

Viraj field either on intra-basinal structural highs as strati-

structural trap or in adjacent lows as stratigraphic trap.  

The trap geometries are often related to N-S to NNW-SSE 

trending, basement-controlled fault systems (Fig-2). This has 

given rise to sub basin ranging in shapes from symmetrical 

fault-bounded depo centre to asymmetric half-graben setting. 

The Paleocene fault controlled synrift sediments in the form 

of faulted rising flanks of principle kitchen for strati-

structural traps and adjacent lows principally for stratigraphic 

traps have been identified as prospective locales for quest of 

hydrocarbon (Fig.-1). This paper brings a new insight into 

refinement of existing structural architecture of Sanand-

Jhalora-Viraj area based on newly acquired 3D Data for 

synrift setting and its possible role in sediment dispersal 
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pattern and hydrocarbon accumulation besides identifying 

four strati structural and stratigraphic prospects for synrift 

play. 

 

 
 

3) Tectono Stratigraphic Setting: 

 

The Cambay Basin is an intra cratonic NNW-SSE trending, 

sigmoidal aborted rift (Fig-3) in the west margin rift basin 

system of India (Kundu et at 1993). The Cenozoic rift basin 

was formed as a result of continental rifting along western 

margin of India close to Late Cretaceous–Tertiary boundary 

triggered by profuse magmatic activity. Paleogene 

sedimentary infill of Cambay rift basin can be sub divided 

into three mega sequences. First, continental synrift mega 

sequence of Danian Rift Climax (Olpad Formation) 

deposited as thick pile of volcanic and silici clastic wedges in 

half grabens from alluvial fans, fan delta and lacustrine 

setting unconformably overlying Maastrichian Basalt. 

Second, marine mega sequence of Thanetian Late Stage 

(OCS Formation) unconformably underlain with Danian 

sequence, was deposited as pre-dominantly marine/prodeltaic 

shale representing basin scale principal source rock with 

occasional high energy influx of encased sand/silt bodies as 

reservoir facies. This might have been deposited as „proper‟ 

(fore stepping) delta in a back stepping transgressive beaches 

(Catuneanu, 2006). The third mega sequence of post rift 

phase consists of clastic deltaic sediments (Kadi/ Kalol 

formation) representing thermal sag of rift stage holding 

majority of the established oil fields of the Basin. 

 

4) Present Exploration Scenario:  

 

Hitherto exploration and exploitation activities were mainly 

concentrated to the shallow rift fill sequence as structural 

four-way or fault closures in the highs and strati-structural 

and stratigraphic traps in the adjacent flanks and basinal 

lows. Few wells have also been drilled for synrift sequence 

towards Nawagam in south and South Kadi in north of the 

study area. Commercial hydrocarbon from synrift reservoir 

facies within Olpad Formation had been established in the 

Nawagam cross trend during early sixties itself followed by 

small accumulation in Eastern Basin Margin (EBM) during 

 
 

early eighties and Khamboi in Western Basin Margin 

(WBM) during late nineties (Fig.-4). In the study area, two 

wells atop the ridge i.e. Jhalora-A and Sanand-A have 

penetrated synrift sediments and completed in technical 

basement and fifteen more wells have been completed within 

synrift sediments either in rift climax or in late stage of 

synrift (Fig.-5 and 6). This exploratory input has mixed 

results. Potentiality of hydrocarbon is difficult to assess being 

old wells when knowledge base, testing technology and 

activation/stimulation had its own inherent limitations for 

deep wells (difficult oil). Most of the reported salinity data 

for deeper synrift testing were also corroborated with 

technical water salinity. Thus, Cambay Basin is still in a 

relatively immature stage of exploration with respect to 

Synrift play. Recent synrift oil/gas shows of Ahmedabad-

Mehsana Tectonic Block in Walod and South Patan 

depressions (well Walod-A and West Patan-A) on Mehalaj 

high and (well Mehalaj-A) have rejuvenated the pursuit for 

hydrocarbons in deeper syn rift sediments (Fig.-4).  

 

5) Structural Style:  

 

Interpretation of 3D seismic data involving mapping of 

different stratigraphic tops namely Deccan basement 

Olpad(Fig-5),  and OCS (Fig-6) have brought out detailed 

Structural  architecture of the area as faulted doubly plunging 

asymmetric anticline. Paleo tectonic analysis along the 

seismic inline-X (Fig.-2) has deciphered the basin floor 

morphology and subsequent synrift accommodation. The 

reactivated primordial lineament have resulted in undulating 

faulted basin floor with a number of highs and lows of 

varying amplitudes at the beginning of Palaeocene thereby 

creating depocentre of gradual synrift fill. The fault induced 
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negative areas were seats for successive deposition of thick 

pile of epiclastic sediments (of Olpad Formation) derived 

from Trap escarpments and marine (? Pro deltaic) shale  

 

 
 

punctuated with occasional high energy (sand/silt) pulse (of 

OCS Formation). Concomitant subsidence along marginal 

growth faults with dumping load had resulted in creating new 

accommodation and subsequent reduction of intra basinal 

irregularities. The structural style shows NNW to SSE 

trending longitudinal listric faults system. The gentler eastern 

limb of Sanand-Jhalora Ridge has further been dissected into 

three structural segments by longitudinal synthetic faulting 

Fig.-5 and 6).  Towards north beyond Jhalora area, the ridge 

amplitude has further reduced owing to flattening of the 

structure. The axial shift of doubly plunging anticline from 

Trap to OCS level is depicted in time structure maps. These 

longitudinal fault corridors are offset by EW trending cross 

faults giving rise to prospective fault closure. Three such 

fault closure prospects have been mapped for future 

exploratory inputs. 

 

6) Sediment Dispersal and Depositional Model:  

 

EW Stratigraphic electro log correlation profiles connecting 

wells in basinal and high area (Fig.-7) show lithofacies 

variation of synrift units. Danian non marine (Olpad) 

sequence is represented by admixture of epiclastic ranging 

from volcaniclastic siltstone to conglomerate along the 

alluvial fan complex and siliciclastic sediments of lacustrine 

origin. The coarser clastics are the product of proximal 

(Conglomerate to coarse sand) to mid (Sand and silt) alluvial 

fan complex (Fig.-8). The mid fan volcaniclastic sandstone 

facies is best reservoirs. Isopach map of Olpad Formation 

(Fig-9) has depicted NS to NNW-SSE trend with thickness 

variation towards faulted eastern limb and steep western 

limb. Drastic switching over of Vertico-lateral litho facies 

during Olpad sedimentation is conspicuous. Petrographically, 

it is lithic (chloritic) arenite /wacke cemented by authigenic 

clays, secondary silica, zeolite and calcite (Fig.9a to d). Clay 

mineral consists mostly of chlorite and montmorillonite with 

 

 
 

subordinate Kaolinite (Chatterjee,et.al.1999). Olpad 

sedimentation pattern indicates both large scale coarsening 

upward (Fig.-7) owing to continuous faulting and fan 

progradation and fining upward sequence due to short 

faulting phase followed by retreat of scarp front and lowering 

 

 
 

of relief in the source area or lateral shifting or abandonment 

of fan (Gerhard 2000). Individual fan lobe progradation has 

also been manifested by small scale coarsening upward cycle 

pattern. Thus, depositional model (Fig.-8) derived through 

well data, Iso time thickness and Isopach maps, log pattern 

and core data has envisaged back stepping, aggrading and 

prograding fan complex as possible reservoir contributing to  
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the axial drainage. The envisaged trunk channel remained 

consistently confined to the basinal low axis.  

 

 
 

OCS unit consists of lenticular/discrete silts/very fine thin 

sandstone lenses developed within an overall argillaceous 

(Shale) sequence. Isopach map of OCS Unit (Fig.-10) has 

depicted longitudinal fault controlled N-S to NNW-SSE 

distribution pattern. The integrated sand dispersal pattern 

map with South Kadi field towards north has shown NNW-

SSE trend for OCS discrete sand bodies (Fig.-11). This 

lenticular encased high energy sand/silt pulses within gross 

shale/clay stone is envisaged as „proper‟ (fore stepping) delta 

influx in a trangressive setting (back stepping beaches) 

(Catuneanu, 2006). Petro graphically, these are lithic to sub 

lithic wacke cemented by clays, secondary silica and calcite. 

Drastic thickness reduction of synrift sediments (Fig.-7) is 

observed across the major tectonic element signifying fault 

control sediment dispersal with manifestation of N-S to 

NNE-SSW trending predominant depositional lobes. 

 

 
 

7) Envisaged Plays: 

 

Based on the exploratory leads established so far from drilled 

wells and the paleo tectonic and basin fill history of synrift 

sequence concomitant to positive accommodation, following 

play types have been envisaged: 

 

A) Within Tectonic Low : 

 Half Graben Fault Closure model for both the rising 

flanks of low for probing Olpad-Olpad PS. 

 Wedge out/ Pinch out Prospect against paleo highs 

(Fig.12).. 

 Vertically Drained High Impedence PS (Pratap et al 

2005). 

B)  Within Tectonic High/Flank: 

 Unconformity related Synchronous sands on structural 

highs  

 Fault bound Fanglomerate deposits adjacent to highs 

gentler eastern slope of Sanand high (Fig.-12). 

 Coarser Clastics inputs along Transfer Zone 

       C)    Irrespective of Structural Component:  

 Encapsulated sand/silt partings/body within OCS in 

envisaged “proper”delta set up (Fig.-11).     

 Coarser Clastics inputs along Transfer Zone. 

 Diagenetic  Trap 

 

The reservoir facies of Olpad are susceptible to poly phase 

diagenetic events affecting reservoir quality for its inherent 

compositional instability. Suitable arrest of possible poly 

phase diagenesis after the stage of dissolution of grains (Fig.-

9b) may impart secondary porosity also. The prolong in situ 

chemical weathering, leaching and erosion representing 
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unconformity plane, has led to synchronous wash out sands 

with occurrence of conglomerate of varying composition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.-12: Envisaged Synrift Play 

 (even gibbsitic conglomerate) and gritty sands on the crest 

and the immediate slopes of the highs. Rapid lateral 

switching of fan complex by vertical aggradation, back 

stepping and progradation of individual fan (Gerhard, 2000) 

has resulted in complex highly heterogeneous sediments 

deposition ranging from different types of Conglomerate to 

clay stone passing through intermediate composition. This 

might have resulted in inbuilt vertico-lateral seals for Olpad 

Sediments. Thus, vertically drained high impedance 

petroleum system is other plausible play types of Olpad 

Formation (Pratap et al 2005). 

 

 
Fig.-13: Envisaged Deposional Model for Thanetian OCS Sands 

(After Catuneanu, 2006) 

8) Conclusion: 

 

Structural architecture of the Sanand-Jhalora ridge has 

brought out as faulted doubly plunging asymmetric anticline 

with axial shift towards younging and flattening of ridge 

amplitude towards North of Jhalora area. Positive 

accommodation along symmetrical fault-bound depocentres 

to half-grabens during the Paleocene syn rift deposition is the 

basic depositional sites. This had been formed along 

Primordial reactivated N-S to NNW-SSE trending basement-

controlled fault systems. Envisaged Geological model of 

Danian Sequence had both transverse and axial drainage 

pattern for sediment fill. Highly heterogeneous Danian 

sequence is represented by lithosuit ranging from gravel to 

coarse clastics of alluvial proximal and mid fan complex to 

very fine clastics of distal fan and lacustrine complex 

(different clay stones and siliceous beds). 

 

Thanetian Sequence mostly comprises of marine 

transgressive shale punctuated with intermediate high energy 

pulses of clastics inputs representing reservoir facies 

development. The gross OCS sand distribution integrated 

with drilled South Kadi wells towards North has brought out 

downstream prospect near the North of well Jhalora-A with 

NNW-SSE inputs trend. The envisaged depositional setting 

of lenticular encased high energy sand/silt pulses within 

gross shale/clay stone of OCS Formation may reflect 

„proper„(fore stepping) delta in a back stepping beaches.  

 

The envisaged model of Olpad and OCS Units has brought 

out geological concept based syn rift prospect along the 

dissected eastern limb of doubly plunging Sanand anticline in 

the rising flank of Wamaj low and atop the highs. Four such 

fault bound strati structural prospects (P-1 to P-4) have been 

brought out with opening up of a new syn rift exploration 

avenue across the basin with similar structural setting.  
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